
Introduction

The Ridgeway Conglomerate Formation (RCF) crops
out exclusively on the Pembroke peninsula (Fig. 1) in
southwest Wales. It has been studied extensively (DIXON

1921, ALLEN 1974a, b, WILLIAMS 1964, 1971) yet its age
and source area is still enigmatic. The objective of this
paper is to review the  existing literature and to suggest a
source area, a palaeoclimate and a depositional model.
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The Ridgeway Conglomerate Formation is a max. 427 m succession composed of 0.5 to 9 m thick moderately sorted pebble-cob-
ble conglomerates alternating with 2 to 10 m thick siltstones. Lithological analysis of the pebble material, the sandy interbeds and the
heavy mineral assemblage together with the palaeocurrent directions suggest a proximal southerly derivation. The source area was
sedimentary and low grade metamorphic with some igneous input and it was likely the area of the Bristol Channel High.

The deposition took place in a northward dipping half graben and was controlled by tectonism. The facies association suggest that
the area of Freshwater West was an alluvial fan where mass and mud flows were the main depositional processes. The deposits of
Skrinkle Haven and West Angle Bay are characterised by fluvial, braided river facies and were also derived from the south.

The presence of vertisols suggest a semi-arid and seasonal climate. No fossil evidence was found but the Lower Devonian tec-
tonic activity suggests the same age for the Ridgeway Conglomerate.
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Fig. 1. Simplified geological map of the Pembroke peninsula showing outcrops of the RCF and localities mentioned in the text
1. Younger rocks, 2. Ridgeway Conglomerate, 3. Milford Haven Group, 4. Older rocks, 5. Fault

1. ábra. A Pembroke-félsziget geológiai térképe a Ridgeway Konglomerátum Formáció feltárásaival és a szövegben szereplõ

helynevekkel
1. Fiatalabb kõzetek, 2. Ridgeway Konglomerátum, 3. Milford Haven Csoport, 4. Idõsebb kõzetek, 5.Vetõ
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Review of previous research

The first detailed geological description on south
Pembrokeshire was given by H. DE LA BECHE (1826), who
described the lithology of the outcrops at Freshwater West,
West Angle Bay and Caldey Island and made the first note
of the existence of the Ridgeway Conglomerate.

One of the most comprehensive works on the geology
of Pembrokeshire is the memoirs of E. E. L. DIXON, pub-
lished in 1921. DIXON mapped and described south
Pembrokeshire in great detail and based on fossil evidence
divided the Old Red Sandstone (ORS) of Pembrokeshire
into Lower and Upper ORS. The Red Marls yielded
cephalaspid and pteraspid fish remains and together with
the RCF were grouped into the Lower ORS (Fig. 2). There
were no indigenous fossils found in the RCF, but because
of its conformable  contact with the underlying Red Marls,
DIXON regarded the formation as the highest part of the
Lower ORS.

Further sedimentological analysis by WILLIAMS (1964,
1971) resulted in a revised stratigraphy. WILLIAMS con-
cluded Breconian, Middle ORS age for the RCF, stated its
conformable relationship with the Dittonian Red Marls
below and the unconformity with the overlying Farlovian
Skrinkle Sandstones. He considered the RCF to be of flu-
viatile origin, and, based on clast composition, decreasing
pebble size and  palaeocurrent measurements considered a
southerly, Ordovician source area.

ALLEN (1965) noted the striking facies change from
the Red Marls to the RCF, and suggested a considerable
depositional break between the two formations, which
would place the RCF into the Middle or Upper
Devonian.

Sedimentology

Description of the outcrops

Due to Variscan orogeny the ORS sequence of Pem-
brokeshire is repeated by folding, and crops out in three
NW–SE trending belts (Fig. 1). The best exposures are
seen along the coast, with a near vertical dip in most of the
localities (Fig. 3).

Three localities, namely Freshwater West, West Angle
Bay North and Skrinkle Haven were selected for detailed
study. These sites were chosen for their completeness and
accessability. The character of the exposures differs in
these localities mainly in their thickness, the number of
conglomerate beds present, the maximum particle size and
in the sedimentary facies (Fig. 4.).

Freshwater West

The Middle to Upper Palaeozoic sequence is exposed
both on a 35 m high cliff and on a gently dipping rock plat-
form (Fig. 3). The conglomerate beds are mostly tabular
and can  easily be followed from the cliff to the platform
on most  of the section. 10 and 13 major conglomerate
beds can be seen on the cliff and on the platform respec-
tively. They have sharp, and mostly planar bases and gra-
dational or sharp tops. Maximum particle size lies between
3.8 and 29 cm and increases upward with the bed thick-
ness. The conglomerates are matrix to clast supported, and
often contain sandstone layers and lenses. The conglomer-
ate beds are separated by siltstones which contain moder-
ately mature (stage I–III) calcretes.

The top of the RCF is clearly seen on the cliff face (Fig.
3), where brick-red siltstones are followed by well bedded
pinkish sandstones of the Skrinkle Sandstones Group.

Skrinkle Haven

This is the southernmost and thinnest exposure (45 m)
of the RCF. This outcrop is dominated by siltstones and
thick calcrete profiles, and only 3 conglomerate beds are
present (Fig. 4B). The siltstones were deposited in 0.5–1
m thick fining upward cycles, the lower part of which is
parallel laminated while the top contains mudcracks.
Bioturbation and burrows are common and traces of
Beaconites antarcticus are found at several horizons.
Intraformational conglomerate beds, channel sand bodies,
cross bedded and ripple cross laminated siltstones domi-
nate the lower part of the outcrop.

The thickest conglomerate bed, 24 m above the base is
trough cross bedded. The pebbles are imbricated, relatively
well sorted and contain a high proportion of calcrete peb-
bles. The upper part of the outcrop is dominated by red and
green siltstones which contain 0.8–3 m thick massive cal-
crete horizons in places with well developed pseudo anticli-
nal slip planes.

West Angle Bay North

130 m of the RCF is exposed at West Angle Bay North.
The beds dip steeply to the north and into the sea, so  the
base of the Formation cannot be seen at this locality. The

Fig. 2. Old Red Sandstone stratigraphy of the Pembroke 

peninsula

2. ábra. A Pembroke-félsziget Old Red Sandstone sorozatának

rétegtani táblázata
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lowest 40 m consists of 1.5–2 m thick fining upward
cycles (Fig. 4C). The cycles have scoured bases and the
lowest part is mostly intraformational conglomerate fol-
lowed by low angle cross laminated sandstone, which is in
turn capped by a 20–40 cm thick mudstone, which con-
tains abundant burrows and desiccation cracks (Fig. 5).
There are four extraformational conglomerate beds, which
are clast supported, have erosive bases and exhibit trough
cross bedding (Fig. 4C). Nodular, low maturity  calcretes
are abundant throughout the section.

The top of the RCF is a grey-green pebbly sandstone
which is overlain by red, quartzose, ripple cross laminated
sandstone of the Gupton Formation (Skrinkle Sandstones
Group). Here again, no visible sign of an unconformity is
apparent.

Description of lithologies

Petrology of the conglomerates

Although the conglomerates volumetrically do not
exceed 30% (Table 1), the extraformational clasts  provide
valuable information on the provenance. Based on field
observations and laboratory measurements the pebbles
were divided into six lithological classes: 1. coarse to fine
grained sandstone and quartzite, 2. very fine grained sand-
stone and siltstone, 3. shale and phyllite, 4. vein quartz, 5.
calcrete and 6. miscellaneous.

The macroscopic and microscopic description of the
pebble types is given in ÉKES (1992).

Interpretation: The polycristalline, elongate quartz
grains with undulose extinction suggest a metamorphic

source. There are no signs of pressure solution and the
grain contacts suggest moderate compaction. The presence
of feldspar suggests moderate chemical weathering. The
presence of phyllite and shales is a sign of an intermediate
grade metamorphic source area. The non-sutured crystal
boundaries suggest an igneous source. The presence of
chalcedony rules out the possibility of a high pressure
metamorphosis (Anglesey) source area. The source is very
likely an area of exposed basement.

Variation in pebble composition. 750 pebbles, from
various horizons were collected, measured and identified.
The lithological and size variation is shown on Fig. 6, 7.

The number of sedimentary clasts predominates in all
three outcrops with a subordinate low grade metamorphic
(phyllite) and 6–16% volcanic input. Fig. 7 shows an
upward clast composition change at the Freshwater West
section: there is a decrease in sandstone and increase in
siltstone content. Calcrete pebbles were only observed at
Skrinkle Haven and the siliceous ironstone was found only
at Freshwater West. These minor changes, however do not
reflect a change in the source area during the deposition of
the formation. Based on the clast composition the prove-
nance was an area of sedimentary and metasedimentary
rocks with some igneous input.

The variation in maximum particle size and pebble
roundness (Fig. 8, 9) implies that Freshwater West was
closest to the source, while the higher roundness and
smaller particle size at Skrinkle Haven and at West Angle
Bay suggest increased abrasion, reworking and longer
transportation.

Fig. 3. Field photograph of the RCF at  Freshwater West. Cliff is ca. 35 m high

3. ábra. A Ridgeway Konglomerátum Formáció feltárása Freshwater West-nél. A sziklafal kb. 35 m magas
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Fig. 4. Sedimentological log of the RCF
A. Freshwater West, B. Skrinkle Haven, C. West Angle Bay North

4. ábra. A Ridgeway Konglomerátum Formáció szedimentológiai szelvénye
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Table 1 — 1. táblázat

Distribution of lithologies in the RCF in the selected outcrops — A Ridgeway Konglomerátum Formáció rétegeinek kõzettani

megoszlása a vizsgált feltárásokban

conglomerate — konglomerátum sandstone — homokkõ siltstone — aleurolit
m % m % m %

Freshwater West 32.4 30 8.1 8 66.5 62
West Angle Bay North 11 9 10.5 9 97.5 82

Skrinkle Haven 7 15 7.5 17 30.5 68
Total — Összes 18 10 72

Composition of the sandstones

The sandstones of the RCF are volumetrically subordi-
nate to the conglomerates and to the siltstones in all the
three outcrops (Table 1, Fig. 4A, B, C).

Macroscopically the sandstones are red, moderately
sorted and coarse grained. The clasts are elongate, well
rounded and are composed of angular fragments of quartz,
red siltstone and green shale (phyllite?). Mica, opaques
and angular mudstone clasts are also common. The larger
clasts are oriented parallel to bedding, the smaller, elon-
gate ones are imbricated. The matrix is silt sized.

In thin section the sandstones appear to be poorly sort-
ed litharenites, cemented by calcite. Sedimentary lithic
fragments predominate, they consist mostly of mudstones
and show a well developed, elongate fabric. Metasedi-
mentary lithic fragments are also common.

Both monocrystalline (with undulatory and non-undu-
latory extinction) and polycrystalline quartz grains are
present, the latter type is composed of more than 3 crystals
with irregular and straight crystal boundaries.

Heavy mineral analysis

Heavy minerals of the RCF were studied in order to
obtain additional information regarding the source rock
lithologies. The samples were taken from the sandstone of
the lowest conglomerate bed in Freshwater West and in
Skrinkle Haven. The 0.25–0.063 mm size fraction was
separated and analyzed.

The occurrence and frequency of the heavy minerals is
shown in Table 2. Due to the small number of samples
only a qualitative analysis was attempted. For microscop-
ic description of the heavy minerals refer to ÉKES (1992).

Interpretation: Zircon is one of the most stable miner-
als and the heavy mineral assemblage as a whole consists
mainly of stable minerals. No high grade metamorphic
grains are present. Both rounded and idiomorphic zircon is
present. The idiomorphic zircon indicates the closeness of
source and a silicic igneous provenance, while the round-
ed zircon has been through repeated cycles of abrasion and
sedimentation. 

Kyanite and tourmaline commonly occur in regionally
metamorphosed rocks (MANGE, MAURER 1992). The
zoned colour of the tourmaline is related to radioactive
bombardment. The quartz grain varieties and the heavy
minerals point to an acid igneous and to a low grade meta-
morphic, gneissose source area.

An ultrastable heavy mineral assemblage however can
also be the result of post-burial dissolution of the
metastable grains. The abundance of lithic fragments and
feldspars in the sandstones suggest that this was not the
case and the heavy minerals can be used as indicator of the
provenance.

Calcretes

The calcretes were logged at the macromorphological
level in the outcrops examined. Maturity was determined
by using the classification of MACHETTE (1985). 

The calcrete nodules range from 0.5 cm to 15 cm and
are the most common type in the RCF. They are scattered
throughout the siltstones and attain low maturity, most
commonly stage I and II–III, on rare occasions stage III.
Where profile thickness can be assigned to them it is
between 1 and 2 metres.

The most mature calcrete profiles are found in Skrinkle
Haven (Fig. 4B). Nodular, and in a few cases laminar cal-
cretes occur in the lower 25 m of the section, whereas
above the main conglomerate body coalesced nodules
form 0.8 to 5.8 m thick beds. These calcretes exhibit pseu-
do anticlines in the form of rounded fractures and undu-
lose profile tops.

The palaeoclimatic conclusion that can be drawn from
the presence of calcretes is that the RCF developed in a
warm to hot climate characterised by seasonal rainfall and
a sub-surface water table for most of the period of forma-
tion. Precipitation must have been less than about
500 mm/year for most profiles, and less than 700 mm for
the weakly developed ones (NAGTEGAAL 1969, GOUDIE

1973).
The calcrete profiles also suggest tectonic quiescence

and prolonged exposure, while the pseudo anticlines indi-
cate a clay-rich soil and the presence of vertisols which in
turn are evidence for an extended dry season and a sea-
sonal climate.

Facies

Introduction

The RCF is characterised by a variety of lithofacies
(Table 3, Fig. 4A, B, C), most of which have been report-
ed as being characteristic of coarse-grained, non-marine
depositional systems (GUSTAVSON 1974). These lithofacies
have come to be regarded as the “standard” alluvial fan
and braided stream lithofacies (DECELLES et al. 1991).



Because two or more lithofacies may be genetically relat-
ed some workers have described alluvial-fan deposits in
terms of genetic facies that may include two or more litho-
facies (DECELLES et al. 1991). A similar system of descrip-
tion is adopted here for the RCF.

Description and interpretation of facies

Facies G1 is 0.1–0.5 m thick, lenticular shaped unit of
pebble-size intraformational conglomerate. It comprises;
rounded and angular calcrete pebbles, red silt and mud-
stone clasts and white, mostly angular vein quartz frag-
ments of granule to pebble grade. The matrix is medium to
coarse sand. The base is sharp, erosional or irregular, the
top is in most cases gradational with the overlying sand-
stone or siltstone. The internal structure is cross bedded.

Interpretation: The intraformational conglomerate
with the overlying parallel and ripple cross laminated silt-
stone, capped by suncracked mudstone, form fining
upward cycles (Fig. 5). Because of the absence of marine

fossils and the presence of cyclothems these cycles are
interpreted as fluviatile deposits. The erosive base and
intraformational conglomerate marks the crevassing, the
erosive breakout of river into a low-lying area (ALLEN

1974c).
Facies G2 is 0.5–3 m thick organised, clast supported,

poor to moderately sorted pebble-cobble conglomerate
(Fig. 10). The base is sharp, in most cases erosional, pla-
nar or lenticular in shape. The top is sharp, planar or
interfingered with parallel laminated sandstones. The
internal structure is trough cross stratification, the pebbles
are often imbricated a(t) b(i). The beds are sheet or lentic-
ular shaped and can be followed several tens of meters lat-
erally. Crude upward fining trends are often present. The
matrix ranges between coarse sand and siltstone, and
trough shaped cross stratified sand bodies are also com-
mon within the conglomerate.

Interpretation: The erosive bases, lenticular shapes
and crude upward fining trends  indicate channel deposi-
tion. The imbricated, cross-stratified conglomerate indi-
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Table 3 — 3. táblázat

Summary of lithofacies in the RCF — A Ridgeway Konglomerátum Formáció litofácieseinek összefoglaló táblázata

Occurrence — Elõfordulás
Facies Description — Leírás Interpretation — Értelmezés

FW WA SH
G1 Intraformational conglomerate —

Intraformacionális konglomerátum
Minor stream
channel fill — Kisebb áramlási
csatorna kitöltések

× ×

G2 Moderately sorted, imbricated cross
stratified conglomerate —
Mérsékelten osztályozott
zsindelyszerkezetû, keresztrétegzett
konglomerátum

Channel fill, longitudinal gravel
bars — Csatornakitöltés, hosszanti
kavicsgátak

× × ×

G3 Poorly sorted, structureless
conglomerate — Gyengén
osztályozott, szerkezetnélküli
konglomerátum

High density
traction carpet — Nagysûrûségû,
vonszolt kavicstakaró

×

Ss1 Cross stratified, rippled,
horizontally laminated coarse-fine
sandstone — Keresztrétegzett
hullámfodros, vízszintesen lemezelt
durva- és finomszemû homokkõ

Waning stage channel
and bar top deposit — Végsõ fázisú
csatorna és gáttetõ üledék

× × ×

S1 Cross bedded siltstone — Ferdén
rétegzett aleurolit

Minor channel fills, migrating bars
— Kisebb csatorna kitöltések,
vándorló gátak

× ×

S2 Parallel laminated siltstone —
Párhuzamosan lemezelt aleurolit

Upper or lower plane bed flow —
Felszíni mederfolyás

× ×

S3 Cross laminated siltstone —
Lemezesen keresztrétegzett aleurolit

Migrating ripples lower flow regime
— Vándorló hullámfodrok,
alsószakaszi rendszer

× × ×

S4 Structureless siltstone —
Szerkezetnélküli aleurolit

Mudflow, muddy
stream flow — Iszapfolyás, iszapos

…

× × ×

M Thinly laminated mudstone,
bioturbation, desiccation cracks —
Vékonylemezes aleurolit,
bioturbáció, szóródási repedések

Overbank mudstone — Gáttetõn
lerakódott iszap × × ×

P Pedogenic carbonate — Karbonát
kiválások

Soil — Talaj
× × ×

FW = Freshwater_West
WA = West Angle Bay North
SH = Skrinkle Haven



cates deposition by longitudinal gravel bars and interven-
ing channels (GUSTAVSON 1974).  The generally coarse
grain size, abruptness of internal grain size changes, and
poor to moderate sorting suggest that deposition occurred
primarily during floods. Reworking of flood deposits by
waning and normal-stage flows can produce lenses of well
sorted, tightly packed, clast supported, pebble conglomer-
ate, which are found within the beds of G2 (DECELLES

1991).
Facies G3 is poorly sorted, clast to matrix supported,

disorganised pebble conglomerate. The beds are sheet like
and laterally persistent. The base is sharp, the thickness
varies between 0.5 and 9 m. The thickest conglomerate
bed is possibly an amalgamation of several beds. Facies
G3 is only found in Freshwater West and is the most com-
mon facies in the conglomerates at this locality. Primary
sedimentary structures are generally absent, however a(t)
b(i), and more commonly a(p) a(i) imbrication is often
present. The matrix  ranges from poorly sorted siltstone to
coarse sandstone and it is often difficult to distinguish
between the clasts and the matrix. Facies G3 contains
channel shaped mud plugs, long, narrow and continuous
mud drapes, and large (20×30 cm) siltstone intraclasts.

Interpretation: Facies G3 is interpreted as a deposit of
high density gravelly traction carpets. The thick sheets of
conglomerate display features that are consistent with dep-
osition from stream bedload. The lack of sorting and inter-
nal stratification and the polymodal grain size distribution
suggest that silt, sand and gravel were transported and
deposited together by mass flows. The a(p) a(i) imbrica-
tion indicates that deposition was from a concentrated
grain dispersion in which grain-inertia effects were promi-
nent (POSTMA et al. 1988).

Facies Ss1 includes medium- to very coarse grained
sandstone with one or more of the following structures:
trough cross stratification, ripple cross lamination and hor-
izontal to subhorizontal lamination. This facies occurs in
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Fig. 5. Fining upward cycles from West Angle Bay North
1. Mudstone, 2. Sandstone, Cross-lamination, 4. Parallel lamination,
5. Cross-bedding, 6. Intraformational clasts, 7. Carbonate globules, 

8. Suncracks

5. ábra. Felfelé finomodó üledékciklusok a West Angle Bay

északi feltárásában
1. aleurit, iszapkõ, 2. homokkõ, 3. lemezes keresztrétegzettség,
4. párhuzamos lemezesség, rétegzettség, 5. keresztrétegzettség,
6. intraklaszt, intraformacionális klasztok, 7. karbonát, mészgõbecsek, 

8. Száradási repedések

Fig. 6. Summary of pebble lithologies in the selected outcrops
1. Coarse to fine grained sandstone and quartzite, 2. Very fine grained
sandstone and siltstone, 3. Shale and phyllite, 4. Vein quartz, 5. Calcrete, 

6. Miscellaneous

6. ábra. A konglomerátum kavics anyagának kõzettani meg-

oszlása a vizsgált feltárásokban
1. finom-durvaszemû homokkõ és kvarcit, 2. nagyon finomszemû ho-
mokkõ és aleurolit, 3. pala és fillit, 4. telér kvarcit, 5. intraformációs 

calcrete, 6. egyéb
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0.1–0.8 m thick units capping conglomerate beds, or as 1-
7 m wide lens or wedge shaped units within conglomerate
beds. The lower contact is gradational or interfingered
with the top, finer part of the conglomerate beds.

Interpretation: The sandstones that commonly succeed
the conglomerates are interpreted as the products of upper
flow-regime plane bed conditions (parallel lamination),
deposited as small transverse or side bars (tabular cross
stratification) and in channel dunes (trough cross stratifi-
cation) (HARMS et al. 1982). Together with the thinner
conglomerates  the sandstones represent the channel
deposits of low sinuosity, shallow, possibly braided, sand-
bed streams (TODD 1989).

Facies S1. Cross bedded siltstone, with a sharp, wavy
or erosive base. Facies S1 most commonly occurs above
facies G1 and in most cases is followed by facies S3 or S4.
The beds are 0.2–1 m thick, fill concave up scours, or form
three dimensional bedforms.

Interpretation: Facies S1 commonly occurs as part of
the fining upward cycles, and can be interpreted as minor
channel fills deposited by shallow braided streams. The
metre scale tabular cross beds in the fine siltstone resulted
from sand size mud aggregates of pedogenic origin which
were transported as bedload in semi-arid palaeoclimates
(RUST, NANSON 1989, ÉKES 1993).

Facies S2, of parallel laminated siltstones is common
in all three outcrops. The laminae are laterally persistent,
the bed thickness varies between 0.1–0.8 m. The base is
usually gradational, and the facies is usually followed by
S3 or S2.

Facies S3 comprises of coarse grained cross-laminated
siltstones. This facies occurs above facies S2, has a sharp
and often erosional base is commonly thinner than 1 m
and is usually overlain by mudstones. Climbing ripple
cross lamination is a common feature within  this facies.

Interpretation (Facies S2 and S3): horizontal lamina-
tion together with parting lineation suggests upper plane
bed conditions (HARMS et al. 1982). As a part of the fining
upward sequences facies S2 and S3 represent decreasing
stream competence.

Facies S4 is massive, 0.1 to several metres thick silt-
stone-mudstone. The sorting ranges from well sorted to
poor, quartz pebbles up to 2 cm are found within beds of
facies S4. The base is commonly gradational, the top is
truncated by a conglomerate bed or overlain by facies S3.
Calcrete nodules are common in facies S4.

Interpretation: Facies S4 probably was deposited by
mudflows and muddy stream flows and later modified by
pedogenesis. This interpretation is based on the lack of
physical sedimentary structures and its blocky fabric
(DECELLES 1991).

Facies M is thinly laminated dark red mudstone with
abundant bioturbation and desiccation cracks of different
scales. This facies commonly rests on parallel or cross
laminated siltstones and is truncated by an intraformation-
al conglomerate. The thickness is between a few mm and
50 cm, in the latter case the mudstone beds alternate with
parallel laminated siltstones. The giant trace fossil,
Beaconites antarcticus is associated with facies M at sev-
eral localities.

Interpretation: Facies M is interpreted as overbank
mudstone on the basis of its fine grain size, and slight to
moderate bioturbation. The suncracks are also decisive
evidence of exposure. The small proportion of mudstone
beds suggest that either the streams were of low sinuosity
and relatively unstable, so that floodplain deposits could
never extensively form, or that the beds accumulated so
gradually overall that any floodplain fines had a minimal
chance of survival (ALLEN 1974C).

Facies P is caliche or calcrete facies, it is common
within one of the siltstone facies. The shape and maturity

Fig. 7. Lithological composition of pebbles at Freshwater

West. Roman numerals indicate stratigraphical position

7. ábra. A kavicsok kõzettani összetétele Freshwater West-

nél. A római számok a rétegtani helyzetet jelzik
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of the calcretes is variable, and is described in 2.3. Well
developed pseudo anticlines are found in different hori-
zons at Skrinkle Haven.

Interpretation: Pedogenic carbonates form in the soil
horizon in the finer grained sediments under semiarid con-
ditions, where evaporation exceeds rainfall. The pseudo
anticlines indicate seasonal climate and the presence of
expandable clay minerals.

Discussion

Source area

The petrographical analysis of the pebbles revealed
that most of the pebble material originates from a sedi-
mentary and low grade metamorphic source area. The vein
quartz pebbles and some of the exotic pebbles suggest an
area of volcanic activity and an area of exposed basement
respectively. There is no significant difference between
the clast composition of the examined outcrops (Fig. 6).

The largest particle (29 cm) is found at Freshwater
West, and particle size decreases rapidly northward (Fig.
8). The maximum particle size and the immature nature of
the sediments indicate a proximal source area.

The presence of different quartz varieties, the high
mica content in the sandstones and the heavy mineral
assemblage underlines the likelihood of a low grade meta-
morphic gneissose and acid igneous  source area.

The palaeocurrent directions indicate a consistent
southerly derivation for Freshwater West. The transport
directions are somewhat more variable at West Angle Bay
and at Skrinkle Haven but still contain a strong northward
pointing element.

The Bristol Channel High contains phyllites and
metaquartzites together with other metamorphic rocks of
possibly Precambrian age (COPE, BASETT 1987). Cambrian
shoreline quartz sands were identified on seismic reflec-
tions from the same area (BROOKS et al. 1983), which was
the possible source of the fossiliferous quartzite pebbles in
the RCF.

The southerly source is further supported by the north-
ward dipping palaeoslope, reconstructed by Powell (1989).

Depositional environment and palaeoclimate

The following features are characteristic at Freshwater
West; unidirectional palaeocurrent directions, sediments
deposited mainly by mass- and mud flows, poor sorting,

Fig. 8. Formation thickness and maximum particle size in the RCF. Thickness data from WILLIAMS (1964)

8. ábra. A Ridgeway Konglomerátum Formáció vastagsága és maximális szemcseméret eloszlása. Vastagság adatok

WILLIAMS (1964) nyomán
SP. Sawdern Point, EP. East Pennar, LI. Lambeeth Inlet, FW. Freshwater West

Fig. 9. Variation in pebble roundness in the selected out-

crops

9. ábra. Kavicskerekitettség a vizsgált feltárásokban
(FW, Freshwater West, SH, Skrinkle Haven, WA, West Angle Bay North, 

1. Coarse to fine)



red colour and the lack of fossils due to oxidizing condi-
tions and the presence of abundant soil profiles. These
properties and the lack of sedimentary structures general-
ly, together with the overall rapid lateral facies change and
decrease of maximum particle size are considered to be
criteria for recognition of alluvial fan deposits (NILSEN

1982). Stream channel deposits (Facies G2) are subordi-
nate, most of the conglomerates were deposited by high-
density traction carpets, a mechanism discussed by TODD

(1989).
The sedimentary structures: rip up mudstone clasts,

mud plugs and mud drapes and the differences in the struc-
ture (matrix support to grain support) in the conglomerate
beds suggest a dynamic and variable system. From the
largest clast size (29 cm) and bed thickness (9 m) a high
energy flash regime can be extrapolated similar to those
described in modern desert environments (BILLI 1992)

An overall thickening and upward coarsening is ob-
served at Freshwater West and at Sawdern Point  which can
be indicative of active fan progradation. Tectonism can be
invoked as a control mechanism on the sedimentation based

on the lack of evidence for autocyclic control or sea level
change and the presence of vertical cyclicity. The results of
the latest studies on the tectonism of the area (POWELL 1989,
TUNBRIDGE 1986) further support this hypothesis suggesting
deposition in a fault controlled half graben (Fig. 11).

The absence of hyperconcentrated-flow (Facies G3)
and the predominance of channelized fluvial and overbank
facies indicates that the area of West Angle Bay and
Skrinkle Haven was not an alluvial fan. The facies associ-
ation: cross stratified gravel, horizontally laminated sand-
stone, ripple laminated silt and mud with desiccation
cracks and the cyclic deposits are indicative of proximal,
braided gravelly rivers (MIALL 1977).

The presence of abundant  calcretes, desiccation cracks
and vertisols together with the presence of feldspar detri-
tal grains in the sandstones indicate a hot semiarid climate
which was at least partly seasonal.

From the sedimentary structures present in the con-
glomerates an ephemeral, flash regime can be extrapolat-
ed where precipitation was likely to take place in he form
of thunderstorms.
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Fig. 10. Field photograph of facies G2, clast supported peb-

ble conglomerate, Freshwater West

10. ábra. A G2 fáciesû, szemcsevázú kavics konglomerátum

Freshwater West-nél

Table 2 — 2. táblázat

Heavy mineral composition in the selected outcrops — A vizsgált feltárások homokköveinek nehézásványai

Freshwater West Skrinkle Haven
Rutile none — nincs common — átlagos
Tourmaline none — nincs abundant — bõséges
Zircon rare — ritka abundant — bõséges
Garnet none — nincs common — átlagos
Kyanite rare — ritka common — átlagos
Sphene none — nincs rare — ritka
Muscovite common — átlagos common — átlagos
Biotite none — nincs common — átlagos
Chlorite none — nincs abundant — bõséges
Ilmenite rare — ritka common — átlagos
Leucoxene rare — ritka none — nincs
Magnetite common — átlagos common — átlagos
Carbonates common — átlagos rare — ritka
rare: 1 to 5 grains
common: 5 to 10 grains
abundant: more than 10 grains

Fig. 11. Postulated depositional model for the RCF

11. ábra. A Ridgeway Konglomerátum Formáció õsföldrajzi

modellje



Conclusions

The lithological analysis of the pebble material, the
sandy interbeds and the heavy mineral assemblage togeth-
er with palaeocurrent data suggest a southerly source for
the RCF. The low grade metamorphic rocks and
metaquartzites were possibly derived from the area of the
Bristol Channel High.

Two distinct facies assemblages are present in the study
area: Freshwater West is characterised by deposits of mass
and mud flows and was likely the area of an alluvial fan.
From thickness, palaeocurrent data and maximum grain size
changes a northward progradation can be envisaged. The
cyclicity in the vertical profiles suggest tectonic control, and
the deposition took place in a roughly east west trending
half graben parallel to the Ritec fault.

The sediments in Skrinkle Haven and in West Angle
Bay exhibit a facies association which is characteristic of
proximal braided streams.

Metre scale scour fills and three dimensional bedforms
in some of the fine grained siltstone beds are interpreted as
bedload deposits of sand size mud aggregates. The mud
aggregates formed in deeply cracked floodplain soils by
pedogenic processes.

From the presence of calcretes and vertisols a semi-
arid, at least partly seasonal climate is proposed.
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A DNY-WALESI ALSÓ-DEVON RIDGEWAY KONGLOMERÁTUM KELETKEZÉSI KÖRÜLMÉNYEI

ÉKES CSABA

Magyar Állami Földtani Intézet, 1143 Budapest, Stefánia út 14.

T á r g y s z a v a k :  alsó devon, Ridgeway Konglomerátum Formáció, hordalékkúp, szedimentológia, paleotalaj, õsföldrajz,
paleoéghajlat

ETO: 551.834.+552.5(410.3)

A 427 m legnagyobb vastagságú Ridgeway Konglomerátum Formáció vastagpados (0,5–9 m), közepesen osztályozott kavics-gör-
geteg konglomerátum, vékony homokkõ és 2–10 m vastag aleurolit rétegek váltakozásából áll. Több kutató is vizsgálta az összletet
(DIXON 1921, ALLEN 1965, 1974a, WILLIAMS 1964, 1971), amelynek kora, õsföldrajzi kapcsolatai és törmelékanyagának származási
területe ezidáig mégis tisztázatlanok voltak.

A jelenlegi munka célja a lepusztulási terület, az õsföldrajzi és az éghajlati viszonyok tisztázása a kavicsanyag és a homokkövek
kõzettani vizsgálatával, a nehézásványok és paleotalajok elemzésével, valamint fácies analízissel.

A kavicsanyag és a homokkövek petrográfiai vizsgálata, a nehézásvány társulás és a szállítási irányok közeli, déli származási
területre utalnak. A lepusztulási területen üledékes és alacsonyfokú metamorf kõzetek voltak uralkodóak, de alárendelten savanyú
vulkáni kõzetek is elõfordultak. A származási terület valószínûleg a Bristol Csatorna Magaslat volt.

A formáció egy észak felé lejtõ félárokszerkezetben rakódott le, s az üledékképzõdés tektonikailag kontrollált. A fácieselemzés
alapján Freshwater West területe észak felé progradáló hordalékkúp volt. Skrinkle Havent és West Angle Bayt széles, ágakra sza-
kadozó folyóvízi (braided river) fáciesek jellemzik, változatlan, déli szállítási iránnyal.

Az aleurolit rétegek némelyikében méteres nagyságú táblás keresztrétegzés látható, ami áthalmozott, homokszemcse méretû iszap
aggregátumok lerakódásából származik. Az iszap aggregátumok a már lerakódott pelites kõpzetek nagy agyagtartalmú talajzónájában
képzõdtek, és onnan halmozódtak át.

A Ridgeway Konglomerátum Formációban gyakoriak az üledék kiszáradása és újranedvesedése okozta pszeudo-antiklinálisok,
amelyek a finom szövetû, meleg égövi, nagy mennyiségû szmektitet tartalmazó recens talajok prominens jellemzõi. A száraz évszak
alatt a talaj összezsugorodik és mély száradási repedések keletkeznek benne, míg az esõs évszak során az újranedvesedõ talajban az
agyagásványok megduzzadnak és talajdeformációt okoznak. Ezek a talajok a vertisol-ok. Jelenlétük félszáraz, évszakos éghajlat jelen-
létét bizonyítja. Õsmaradvány nem került elõ a sorozatból, de az alsó devon tektonikai ciklus alapján a Ridgeway Konglomerátum
Formáció is ebbe a korba sorolható.




